IS THE LOVE THAT WE FEEL THE LOVE THAT WE GAVE?
Is complicated to interpret the love, each one see and
understand the love at one way.
Personally I believe that the primary love was manifested at
Creation, at the act that involves the intelligence of men and
women, of Spirits and of God.
The manifestation of this energy is the primary love which
establishes horizontally at matter and expands vertically at Force
and Movement produced by the intelligence, then the love is
present in all that was created.
The words of Saint Augustine were acumen, when he said
that if we don’t have love, we have nothing…
Everything that removes of this original act that is the love,
is imperfection, is disequilibrium and is against the light.
The love is all that is agreeable, is all that makes good, that
distribute and expand the happiness, energy and positivism.
For us the human, we have a lot of ways to manifest the love,
which goes to infinite.
A certain day a girl searches me asking how we say if we
meet the love of our life. She naturally was in doubt if she was
reached the right sweetheart to marry. I answer more or less in
this manner: “– The true love doesn’t allow the doubt, somewhat
exist inside us which are the creator principle, the seed, and the
origin we have that automatically works through some mechanism
who knows when we met the true love.
If the person discuss a lot, argue a lot, hurt yourself a lot, it’s
not a true love;
If the person needs force on to stay together with the other,
respect the other, it is not the true love.
This is passion that rising of denial, of prohibition, that
excites the person to conquest the other, but it is not the pure and
the true love.
Then, if the person insist in this relationship, after the end of
the illusion, the passion ends, rises the differences who was
diminished by the game of the seduction, of the attraction, of the
courtship, of the own interests, so the relationship fail and rush the
imperfection and the disequilibrium the separation.
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The love never was nor will a game, it is what it is, but the
persons don’t pay attention in this difference and insist in choose
the wrong person, to judge by the appearance, and love who
neither can offer nor never can offer the reciprocal love.
There are not hazard’s works, coincidence when two people
blinded by the true and reciprocal love met and join at Earth.
There is a spiritual conjunction for two people join each
other, but when one of them deny this union, this opportunity to
live the plenitude of love will remain for a next incarnation and
the suffering and the solitude happen to them.
The true partner of your life is not complicated, is easy, he or
her is besides you, but is not perceived.
Is very cruel loves someone who don’t feels the same…
If the love that we feel is not the love we gave, if we dam up
this love which is a creator’s force we becomes sick…
There are who says that’s possibly “die for love”…
It’s needful to be more humble, pay more attention in this
uncomplicated love who is await, who isn’t only an adventure, but
it’s a true love, a huge friendship, who is light, is tenuous, is
romantic that respect and build, share the other’s dream.
We can’t live the Divine Love while we can’t experiment the
Human Love.
Rinaldo De Santis
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